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Abstract—Information Systems (ISs) are fundamental to streamline operations and support processes of any modern enterprise. Being able to perform analytics over the data managed in various enterprise ISs is becoming increasingly important for organisational growth. Extract, Transform, and Load (ETL) are the necessary pre-processing steps of any data mining activity. Due to the complexity of modern IS, extracting data is becoming increasingly complicated and time-consuming. In order to ease the process, this paper proposes a methodology and a pilot implementation, that aims to simplify data extraction process by leveraging the end-users’ knowledge and understanding of the specific IS. This paper first provides a brief introduction and the current state of the art regarding existing ETL process and techniques. Then, it explains in details the proposed methodology. Finally, test results of typical data-extraction tasks from four commercial ISs are reported.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Data-driven Business Intelligence (BI) is emerging as a crucial tool for supporting decision making, providing insight, and ultimately bolstering organisational performance [1]. Its effectiveness lies on the enterprise capability to collect and leverage its data assets. In order to manage organisational processes and streamline their operations, modern enterprises rely heavily on specialised information systems such as Product Lifecycle Management system (PLM), Enterprise Resource Planning system (ERP), Assets Management System (AMS) and Content Management System (CMS) etc. Often different units/departments of an enterprise have dedicated IS. The integration of these heterogeneous systems into a coherent enterprise architecture is notoriously complicated and expensive, limiting the ability to develop an effective BI system. The integration of these heterogeneous systems into a coherent enterprise architecture is notoriously complicated and expensive, limiting the ability to develop an effective BI system. Integrating data from multiple heterogeneous sources to support analytical reporting is commonly referred to as data warehousing. In order to build a Data Warehouse (DW), the necessary pre-processing steps are commonly known as Extract, Transform, and Load (ETL). ETL is a data integration framework that involves extracting data from several data management systems, cleaning it, transforming it according to business needs, and finally loading it into a single aggregated database.

Before starting any ETL process, DW designers must be familiar with structure and semantic of data to be imported from source ISs. However, DW designers are usually not experts in the specific domain, data and processes supported by the given IS [2]. Given the limited understanding of the domain, it is quite hard to locate the right set of data from commercial ISs consisting large number of tables and relationships. Therefore, the DW designer must understand, at least partially, the data model and the processes of the ISs he/she is planning to import. Given the limited understanding of the domain, it is quite hard to locate the right set of data. This is especially true for commercial ISs consisting of a large number of tables and relationships. In some cases, data extraction becomes almost impossible as some vendors deliberately obfuscate their data model in order to prevent reverse engineering [3]. In addition, relationships between tables are not always explicit as they are often encapsulated within the application logic [4].

The main objective of this paper is to develop an effective and generally-applicable technique to simplify the extraction step of any ETL process. The proposed technique guides ETL experts in the identification of the desired data from a pool of tables of an arbitrarily complex database. This technique is applicable to any Relational Database Management System (RDBMS) supporting Structured Query Language (SQL) and triggers. The vast majority of ISs implements their data model using RDBMS. Therefore, the proposed method covers the majority of the ISs currently available on the market. Before outlining the proposed methodology, this paper first provides a state of the art review of ETL processes and practices. Then, the proposed method and its implementation details are presented together with the testing results derived from extracting data out of four commercial ISs. Finally, discussion and conclusion are presented.

II. CURRENT STATE OF ETL PROCESS

The ETL is an end to end process taking data from one or more system(s), load it into a single unified system after processing and transformation [5]. Often the end result of an ETL is the creation of what is commonly known as DW. In general, DW projects are quite complex and are considered strategic in any data-driven enterprise. Given the industrial/commercial relevance of the problem, significant research has been carried out. In particular, the majority of the research works of this field is focuses on two main aspects:
- Conceptual modelling of ETL process.
- Mapping data-items from various systems into the DW.

A. ETL Conceptual Modeling Literature

One of the first graphical formalism for modelling ETL processes was introduced by Golfarelli et al. in [6] under the name of Dimensional Fact model (DFM). The conceptual model representation of DFM is called dimensional scheme. This model consists of a set of fact schemes whose basic elements are facts, dimensions and hierarchies. In this work, Golfarelli et al. also propose a semi-automated methodology to develop conceptual model based on pre-existing database schemas describing the enterprise relational database(s). Similarly, Vassiliadis et al. [7] propose a conceptual model dedicated to the design and documentation of the DW refreshment process, which includes activities such as monitoring, extracting, transforming, integrating, cleaning data sources, and finally loading them into the DW. Their methodology relies on specifications stored in an object-oriented metadata repository. Trujillo et al. [8] propose an object-oriented approach for designing DW conceptual models, leveraging on the Unified Modeling Language (UML) as formalism for their description. This approach introduces a set of minimal constraints and extensions to UML for representing multidimensional properties. Later in 2003, Lujan-Mora and Trujillo in [9] extended their research and proposed a framework for the design of the DW back-stage based on the key observation that ETL steps fundamentally involves dealing with the specificities of information at very low levels of granularity including transformation rules at the attribute level. This model extends again UML to model attributes as first-class citizens. Liu et al. in [10] present a scalable dimensional ETL framework, ETLMR, based on MapReduce. ETLMR has built in support for DW-specific operations, such as, star schemas, snowflake schemas and slowly changing dimensions. This framework enables ETL developers to construct scalable MapReduce-based ETL flows efficiently and with very few lines of code. Caruccio et al. in [11] present the Conceptual Data Integration Language (CoDIL), a visual language providing conceptual level visual mechanisms to manipulate and integrate data sources. It provides a visual annotation technique to select concepts or sub-schemas to be compared, and a set of icon operators that can be applied to them in order to specify how they are mapped onto constructs of a reconciled schema.

B. Mapping Literature

Mapping is another widely researched topic in ETL. Several techniques have been proposed for mapping source schemas of the imported databases to the unified destination schema of the DW. Madhavan et al. in [12] back in 2001, proposed a schema integration algorithm called Cupid that discovers mappings between schema elements based on their names, data types, constraints, and schema structure. Similarly, Fagin et al. in [13] proposed an algorithm to address the needs of two major information integration problems: data integration and data exchange. The proposed algorithm discovers queries over the source, queries over the target, and a present specification of their relationship between them. In addition, the algorithm also generates query for data exchange between the source and target schemas. Later in 2002, Rifaieh and Benharkat in [14] developed a model based on mapping expressions and proposed mapping guidelines, in which queries are used to represent the mapping between source and target system. Jiang et al. in [15] and Touma et al. in [19] applied the concept of domain ontology in order to guide the mapping process. Jiang et al. leverage domain ontology for discovering data sources, defining data transformation, and eliminating heterogeneity between different database schemas. In this approach, the domain ontology is embedded in the metadata of the DW. Hence, data records in the relational database can be directly mapped into ontology classes using the OWL (Web Ontology Language). Whereas, Touma et al. in [16] proposed a semi-automatic ontology construction technique which can be used to support data integration while eliminating the requirement of a predefined target schema. This technique integrates existing ontology extraction, matching and merging techniques into a single end-to-end system. This approach extends common functionality of ontology extraction techniques with the generation of mappings between the extracted ontologies and the sources.

The integration techniques presented are semi-automatic methods and based on declarative mapping, ontologies, data types or schema structures. Most of these techniques rely on the fact that DW designers have intimate knowledge of the data and schemas they are importing which in many cases is not true. This is obviously paramount for a correct mapping in the DW destination schema. In order to understand these source schemas, in some of these techniques, data engineers had to typically rely on UML or Entity Relation (ER). Unfortunately, UML diagrams do not provide detailed understanding of data models, while ER diagrams have a serious practical limitation in their inability to cope with complexity [17], [18]. In addition, ER model lacks explicit abstraction mechanisms for managing the size and complexity of real world data models [19]. With large numbers of entities, complexity quickly becomes overwhelming and as a result, data models become very difficult for people, particularly non-technical users to understand [20]. [18]. As it can be seen from literature, most of these techniques provides mechanism to explore data model via UML, ER diagram, schema but they lack a method to understand the source data models that need to be mapped. This paper focus exactly on this neglected aspect. Guiding data engineers in learning/understanding the structure and semantics of the data, they are importing into their DW.
III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

The main objective of this paper is to develop a generally applicable technique to locate and extract desired data from any IS. In particular, the proposed technique is applicable to any RDBMS that supports triggers. The vast majority of ISs implement their data model using an RDBMS. Therefore, the proposed method covers the majority of the ISs currently available on the market. This section outlines the proposed methodology and its rationale.

A. Rationale

The rationale behind the development of the proposed methodology is based on the fact that the most complex task of any ETL process is understanding the structure and semantics of data to be imported. This step is often given as pre-requisite in literature, but in reality the personnel performing the ETL process have, in many cases, a very limited knowledge regarding the data they manipulating. Grasping even partially the data model of a commercial IS can be very frustrating and it is quite easy to get lost in hundreds of tables with hundreds of columns. The typical setup of an ETL process is often far from ideal and the following conditions generally occur:

- ETL experts usually are not aware which data and processes are supported by the IS from which they are extracting the data.
- Domain experts, such as the IS end-users, can provide insight when it comes to data and processes, but they are seldom technically competent to understand the underlying IS architecture and database schema.
- Some information systems deliberately obfuscate their data model in order to prevent reverse engineering [3].
- The sheer size of the database, in terms of the number of tables and relationships, often makes it difficult to browse and determine where certain data is stored [21].
- Relationships between tables are not always explicit as they are encapsulated within the application logic [4].

Given the considerations above, the proposed methodology leverage on the end-users knowledge about the specific IS for guiding the ETL expert in discovery of the relevant pool of tables from the underlying IS data model. In other words, the proposed technique maps the processes supported by IS with its underlying database schema. We named the proposed methodology Data Model Logger (DML).

B. Method

In order to bridge the knowledge gap between ISs end users and ETL experts, the methodology proposes to exploit from the component of the IS that both understands, the graphical user interface. The developed system record click-by-click actions performed in the user interface and associate them with related changes happening in the RDBMS. The main steps of this process are displayed in Figure 1.

1) **Deploy Trigger**: Triggers are procedure that are automatically executed in response to certain events such as INSERT, UPDATE, or DELETE on a particular table or view in a database. Triggers are mostly used for maintaining the integrity of the information in the database. However, in the proposed solution, triggers are used to track changes made by IS to its data model. For each table, three types of triggers are deployed (one for each operation: Insert, Update, and Delete) according to the steps reported in Algorithm 1.

2) **Recording Graphical User Interface (GUI) Interaction**: In this step, the end-user performs a task on the IS’GUI, involving inputting or reading data which is relevant for the creation of the final DW. Assuming that the final DW wants to aggregate all work-orders for a given duty; the typical tasks that could be performed in the GUI are “creating a work-order”, “updating work-order details”, etc. The developed system keeps track of every clicks on the GUI and puts them in relationship with the changes happening in the RDBMS of the IS.

3) **Data model discovery**: Once a task has been completed, the developed system outputs an HTML report with screenshot of GUI for every action that had occurred in IS with the list of associated tables and columns that has been changed in underlying database. The ETL expert can review the report to understand/locate where data is stored in the database. However, in the proposed solution, triggers are used to track changes made by IS to its data model.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND CASE STUDIES

This section presents an implementation of the proposed methodology. First, design choices and implementation details are presented. Then, the application and its underlying methodology are tested in four different use cases, concern-
Algorithm 1: Trigger creation Procedure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Database Credentials</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Output</td>
<td>Successful creation of triggers and temporary tables to track changes in deployed database schema</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

```plaintext
1 TableList ← get_TableLists(IsTemp = False) /* Return list of tables for creating triggers */
2 foreach Table ∈ TableList do
3   ColumnList ← ColumnLists(TableName) /* Return list of columns for particular table */
4   CreateTemporaryTables(TableName, ColumnList) /* Creates temporary table to log changes. */
5 foreach Action ∈ (Insert, Update, Delete) do
6   Query ← generateTriggerQuery(Table, ColumnList, DatabaseType, Action) /* Return SQL query for creating trigger based on action and databasetype */
7   DeployQuery(Query) /* Deploy trigger in the database for logging track changes */
8 end
9 end
```

A. Implementation

As already mentioned, the core concept of the proposed approach is based on tracking database changes while performing operations in the front-end, typically a GUI of an IS. Tracking changes helps to understand how the data model is manipulated by IS, providing valuable insights regarding the underlying database schema.

A natural choice to track events/changes within a RDBMS is to use triggers. Triggers are procedural code that are automatically executed in response to certain events such as INSERT, UPDATE, or DELETE on a particular table or view in a database. Triggers are generally used for maintaining the integrity of the information in the database. However, in the proposed solution, triggers are used to track changes made by the IS to its data model.

The developed application guides the user, which in this case is the data engineer, in three main steps following the conceptual workflow presented in Figure 1. The software has been developed in Java, plus JavaFX for the GUI and Java database connectivity (JDBC) for communicating with the database. Our current implementation supports four major RDBMS specifically, Oracle, MSSQL, MYSQL and PostgresSQL.

1) Step 1 - Deployment Step: The first step deploys database triggers and temporary tables in the RDBMS of IS that will be used to track the changes made by the Controller of the IS. In this step, the user must provide valid database credentials (with permission to create and drop triggers and tables) of underlying database (see Figure 2). Once the user click on the Deploy Database Logger button, the solution dynamically generates necessary scripts to create temporary tables and triggers on tables and deploys them in database. For each table, three types of triggers are created, specifically once of each operation SQL (INSERT, UPDATE, DELETE). This procedure automatically creates triggers on existing tables based on the table information available on the database’s internal views, such as DBA_TAB_COLUMNS for Oracle (other databases have different internal system views with the same purpose but with different names).

2) Step 2 - Recording Step: After successfully deploying the trigger, the user will provide a task name describing the operation (e.g. create maintenance request, create work order, publish a post, etc.) that the IS end user is about to perform on the IS. At this point the data engineer will click on the START button (see Figure 3) and the IS end user will then start performing the planned task by operating on the GUI of an IS. Every change made by the IS Controller on its database is logged in our temporary tables.

3) Step 3 - Changes Log Step: Once the IS end user complete the task, the data engineer can click on the STOP button (see Figure 4). At this point in the Results tab (see Figure 4), it is possible to retrieve the list of updated table, their columns and the specific row data that has been created or updated. In addition, when executed on Windows operating system, the developed solution lunches Process Step Recorder (PSR) at the beginning of each task. This utility software takes screenshot of every click performed and their timestamp, documenting click-by-click a specific task.

B. Case Studies and Results

The case studies presented in this section aim at validating the feasibility and general applicability of our methodology. For this reason, we selected four different ISs designed for different purposes and implemented their data model...
using different RDBMSs. The list of selected ISs and their underlying databases is shown in Table I. In these case studies, we omitted description of each task in studied ISs; here the main objective is to highlight feasibility and applicability of our purposed methodology to find relevant table and column in database associate with each task. The ISs are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Information System</th>
<th>Database</th>
<th>Number of tables</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>openMAINT</td>
<td>PostgreSQL</td>
<td>581</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenCms</td>
<td>Oracle</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SharePoint</td>
<td>MSSQL</td>
<td>2827</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WordPress</td>
<td>MYSQL</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table I

1) Wordpress: WordPress is a free open-source CMS based on PHP and MySQL. It is one of the most popular CMS, used by more than 27.5% of the top 10 million websites as of February 2017 [22]. Typical tasks in WordPress include create and publish posts, manage users, install plugins etc. The full list of tested operations (Tasks) and the related changes in the underlying database is reported in Table II.

2) openMAINT: openMAINT is an asset management application for managing buildings, installations, and maintenance activities. It is a complex system with more than 581 database tables deployed in PostgreSQL. Common openMAINT tasks and corresponding database changes are listed in the Table III.

3) SharePoint: SharePoint is the most widely used enterprise collaboration and document management platform. Developed by Microsoft, naturally leverage on MSSQL Server database. SharePoint is one of the most advanced general purpose CMS, providing sophisticated Managed Metadata Service (MMS) for improving filtering while performing searches. The full list of tested operations (Tasks) and the related changes in the underlying database is reported in Table IV.

4) OpenCMS: OpenCMS is a powerful web based CMS designed and developed to create and maintain website quickly and efficiently. OpenCMS can be deployed with different database systems such as MySQL, and Oracle. In this case study, OpenCMS was deployed with Oracle 11 Express edition. The full list of tested operations (Tasks) and the related changes in the underlying database is reported in Table V.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Understanding complex data models of commercial ISs is generally a complicated and time-consuming process. In many commercial systems, getting data out is a cumbersome task as some ISs deliberately obfuscate data model relationships and tables/columns name. In addition, only a small portion of the IS database might contain relevant data to be imported in a hypothetical DW. For instance, openMAINT is an asset management system supporting complex workflows for streamlining maintenance activities of building, equipment, heating systems etc. Its data model counts 581 tables, but during our tests while performing typical openMAINT tasks, only 20 tables were actually modified. Understanding a pool of 20 tables with a clear relationship between performed operation and modified tables/columns reduces dramatically the complexity. Often ISs provide APIs for accessing programmatically the data they manage. However, the complexity of these APIs is generally directly proportional with the complexity of the ISs and by reflection its database schema. Therefore, using these APIs correctly might be an overwhelming task as much as understanding the entire data model. In addition, the main benefit of the proposed methodology is the ability to leverage the knowledge of the IS end users, for identifying and performing a set of tasks (directly on the GUI of
IS) involving the data items that should be imported in the DW. The proposed method allows data engineers to pinpoint exact tables and columns of database that have been updated/inserted, while understanding the context (action
and data semantics) in which that data was created/modified.

In conclusion, the proposed methodology simplifies the extraction and mapping of complex data sources into a DW. This technique is applicable to any IS using a RDBMS and it can be easily integrated with any existing ETL process.

VI. Future Work

From the provided case studies, we can conclude that DML is capable of mapping IS activities with the changes that are made by application functions in its underlying database. Currently, the solution supports four databases, namely, Oracle, MSSQL, PostgreSQL, and MySQL. In near future, we are planning to add support for additional database, such as DB2 and SQLite. Another area that we want to improve is results report. Currently, our report displays a list of changed tables and related affected columns. In next iteration, we plan to improve it by suggesting relationships among tables which are based on changes made on tables by IS activities. Likewise, we also plan to add SQL query to extract relevant data from database.
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### Table V

**CHANGES LOG FOR OPENCMS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tasks</th>
<th>SQL Insert</th>
<th>SQL Update</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Create a Page</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cms_offline_structure</td>
<td>project_lastmodified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cms_offline_resources</td>
<td>resource_type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cms_offline_properties</td>
<td>resource_flags</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cms_offline_contents_relationships</td>
<td>resource_size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cms_offline_resources</td>
<td>date_lastmodified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cms_offline_properties</td>
<td>user_lastmodified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cms_offline_structure</td>
<td>property_value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cms_offline_resources</td>
<td>resource_id</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cms_offline_properties</td>
<td>parent_id</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cms_users</td>
<td>resource_path_state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cms_users</td>
<td>resource_path</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cms_users</td>
<td>date_released</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cms_users</td>
<td>date_expired</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cms_userdata</td>
<td>data_type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cms_publish_history</td>
<td>project_id</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cms_publish_jobs</td>
<td>project_name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cms_publish_jobs</td>
<td>user_id</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cms_publish_jobs</td>
<td>publish_local</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cms_publish_jobs</td>
<td>publish_flags</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cms_publish_jobs</td>
<td>resource_count</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cms_publish_jobs</td>
<td>enqueue_time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cms_publish_jobs</td>
<td>start_time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cms_publish_jobs</td>
<td>finish_time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cms_publish_jobs</td>
<td>data_type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cms_publish_jobs</td>
<td>resource_id</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cms_publish_jobs</td>
<td>parent_id</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cms_publish_jobs</td>
<td>resource_path</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cms_publish_jobs</td>
<td>structure_state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cms_publish_jobs</td>
<td>date_released</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cms_publish_jobs</td>
<td>date_expired</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


